Abstract: This Thesis focuses on the impact of reforms on port performance using
Introduction
In the modern world of a fast growing technological era, ports are playing the role of an industry, not just passive actor in transportation but also in complete supply chain management. This is why it is said that "ports are more than piers" that is, more than just infrastructure or a complex infrastructure (Prakash, 2005) .
Today in any context and in any country, it is essential that ports provide efficient, adequate and competitive services. If they fail, ship-owners who find them too costly or too slow will go elsewhere. Hence if ports do not provide cost-effective services, imports will cost more for consumers and exports will not be competitive on world markets, national revenue will decline as well the standard of living of all people. Nigeria has a total of eleven ports and eight oil terminals organised in three zones of Western, Central and Eastern zones. The central zone with its headquarters in Warri and the Eastern zone with its headquarters in Port Harcourt are predominantly oil terminals, although Warri, Sample, Koko, Port Harcourt, Calabar and the Federal ocean terminal are important general cargoes. (Chioma, 2011) Ports not only a chain in transportation for inter-change, but they function as self-sustaining industry that is linked with domestic and international trade. At some places, ports also act as a foreign exchange earner not only in the form of transshipment or hub port but as part of supply chain management by providing logistics services to the industry. That is why a port needs to be treated as an industry. The management of a port should not only be concerned with the demand and supply of throughput but with institutional framework, application of technology, marketing strategy and ultimately economic impact of the development and implementation of projects or programmes (Prakash , 2005) . Ndikom (2006) summarized that a port is a gateway to the nation's economy and that shipping is a primary logistic service of critical importance. There are 2,814 international ports catering to freight traffic in the world (Trujillo 2005). Port traffic increases at an average rate of 3% per year. Nearly 90% of goods exchanged through international trade in the world rely on maritime transport along the logistics chain that takes them from their origin to their destination. A large share of that trade would not exist without their port infrastructures which are the interface between maritime transport and land transport or Inland navigation (UNTAD, 2002).
Much of Nigeria trade is continental primarily between Nigeria and Europe, Asia and North America during the past decades, continental trade has grown in importance for Nigeria. The creation of the free trade agreement among the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) and other bi-lateral and multilateral agreement with other countries, including globalization of world economics contributes to the continued integration of these national economies on a continental scale. These trade agreements directly impacts Nigeria ports by encouraging overseas trade and cargo throughputs in our ports increased on a relative scale. Although Nigeria maintains both a multi-lateral (supporting the world trade organization and seeking trade partners abroad) and a bi-lateral trade policy (ECOWAS). Nigeria ports have benefited immensely from continental trade more than trade within her territory. As such, the marine sector with its focus on overseas trade is as important in the transportation policy as it is in other more maritime oriented nations.
Port Privatization
Defining "privatization" in today's international ports system is fraught with frustration: the term is loosely used to refer to all manner of steps taken to enhance the commercial side of port operations, part of the definition problem arises from the purpose of privatization ranging from the ideological belief in the superiority of market discipline to the pragmatic need to redress failed nation economic development efforts (particularly in the developing world) (Ircha 2001) .
Wade (1992) argued that from an ideological perspective, privatization is a sub-field in neo-classical perspective economics known as neo-liberalism which, as a general rule tends to view short-run optimal resource allocation (as derived from market forces) as the key factor for maximizing the rate of long-term economic growth.
Banister (,1995) defined "privatization" as ranging from "government disengagement and deregulation to the sale of publicly-owned assets". Osareti (2006) suggests that some American writers use privatization to mean contracting for services, while non-American writers "restrict their use of the word to mean de-rationalization". Savas goes on to suggest that privatization is a broad policy to improve the economic performance of governments and nations. It is a response to the recognized need for structural return of government agencies, state enterprise and national economics.
The United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) (1991) opined that privatization is a process of "marketisation", the opening of public enterprises to market forces.
De Monie (1992) and Ndikom (2006) argues that privatization refers to the transfer of port property from government to the private sector, but they further acknowledge that privatization also relates to leasing facilities, licensing, operations and granting concessions. In order words, it seems it is not ownership that counts in privatization but rather the sector delivering the services or the performance of the ports in this case.
The main objective of port privatization in its many guises appears to be ideological and/or financial. The introduction of commercialization in ports to enhance service quality or improve trade appears as a secondary consideration. From a neo-liberal perspective, there is a fundamental belief in privatization as opposed to service delivery by public bureaucracies. Public ports often adopt bureaucratic traits as identified by Goss (1993) . He noted that a bureaucracy tends to develop ideas and objectives of its own. First among these, is its own survival, and second is its expansion. Such bodies are not subject to the disciplines of the market. As they are being either supported by taxes of some kind and/or having an essentially monopolistic position, they may be able to continue for many years without responding to new technological solutions.
This has been a marked feature of the Nigerian port system in the pre-reform era. Therefore, there was an urgent need to reform the ports by way of privatization through concessioning.
Thus in Goss view, creativity, innovation and efficiency tends to be stifled in the typically rule bound environment of bureaucracies. The proliferation of constraining rules and regulations in ports and shipping leads to delays in cargo handling, higher freight rates and lower productivity. This was generally experienced in the Nigerian Maritime Sector.
Neo-liberals have a strong desire to inject a commercial, competitive stimulus into ports forcing them to operate efficiently in an increasingly competitive global economy (Ircha 2001) .
Structural adjustment in Nigerian ports was considered among the alternatives to revive the ailing ports. This is a neo-liberal programme emphasizing, limited public sector intervention in the national economy, monetary rather than fiscal policy, and increased commercialization and privatization of public sector enterprises. Global port reforms tend to be guided by this view. Although structural adjustment has occurred within the industrial nations, it was introduced to the developing world by the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank in the early 1980's. These institutions demanded dramatic changes in the economy of countries seeking international loans and financial support as a means of ensuring their investments stimulated national economic development. The Objective of Structural Adjustment Programme was to stabilize faltering national economies and introduce specific macro-economic elements to induce sustained growth.
Port Reforms In Other Countries
Stakeholders and Port users alike are concerned with the concept of Port performance despite the absence of a universally accepted formula for its measurement. Understanding performance is a concept fundamental to any business, whether it is the measuring of achievements against set goals and objectives or against the competition. Ports are no exception and it is only by comparison with other ports that performance can be evaluated (Valentine 2002 ).
There Ports are, however, a complex business with many different sources of inputs and outputs that makes direct comparison between apparently homogeneous ports products seem difficult (Valentine 2003) .
Privatization in developing countries is often the first phase in a process of industrial liberalization and a move towards industrial progression. Viewed as this first step towards creating free trade, it has therefore not surprisingly been a high priority for developing countries; it begins with the transfer of absolute control of industry away from the government to private partners with particular expertise. The reasons for this change are numerous but can be summarized as follows: (a) Improvement in efficiency through private sector management skills (b)
Enhancement in service quality through improved commercial responsiveness, that is productivity (c)
Reduced tariff or costs (d)
Reduction in the fiscal burden of loss-making state enterprises.
Colombia And Argentina Ports
Colombia and Argentina are some examples where Port reform operation benefits are visible today. In Colombia, the liberalization of Port labour practices along with the transfer of most services to the private sector resulted in large and rapid improvement in productivity, lower fees for Ports users and very attractive returns for the concessionaires Similarly, in Argentina, the improvements following the concessioning of terminal operations in Buenos Aires have been dramatic; 1. Shipping tariffs and port charges declined sharply 2. Labour productivity nearly quadruped 3. Cargo volumes have increased by more than 50%. 
2.2.2india -Jawaharlal Nehru Port Trust (Jnpt) Mumbai
India has almost 5560km of natural peninsular coast line strategically located on the crucial East West trade route, which links Europe and the Far East. The coast line is serviced by 12 major ports and about 180minor and intermediate ports.
The volume of cargo traffic in India has also expanded significantly. Total throughput of all the major ports taken together was 313.52 million tonnes in 2002-2003, an increase of almost 15times since 1950-51, when India embarked on the path of economic development.
The Indian ports was under the control of the Government as they appoints the Board of Trustee that control each of the major port prior to the reform era as contained in Indian ports Act (1908) and the major Port Trust Act (1963) . It is of note that the ports trust are expected to serve public interest rather than maximizing profits or revenues, while at the same time, ensuring optimum deployment of assets.
III. Methodology
Data was collected for the study through secondary sources and various statistical techniques was used in analyzing the data collected for the period 2001 to 2010 (10 years) which overlaps the pre and post concession era of the Ports in the study. These statistical tool include descriptive tools such as the mean, percentage, frequency, tables and charts, The two-sample t Test was also used to test the difference between the sample mean cargo throughput for the pre reform era and the post reform era to validate if there exists any statistically significant difference in cargo throughput level otherwise signifying an improvement or reduction as the result will show.
IV. Data Analysis
Based on the hypotheses already stated in section 1.5 in chapter one above , the following hypotheses were proposed:
Ho1: There is no statistically significant difference between the mean cargo throughput for the pre reform era and post reform era at Onne Port.
The T-test statistical was adopted in the testing of the hypotheses proposed in the study. The TTest compares the means of two variables by computing the difference the differences between the values of the two or more variables and ascertain if the average differs from zero. The time series data isanalysed using SPSS version 11
Berth Occupancy Rate (%)
The Berth occupancy rate (%) of Onne is shown on the table 4. It is of note to reference here that Onne Ports operates an indirect cargo delivery system as most of the cargoes coming into Onne Ports are taking to the stacking areas for storage prior to their need in the Oil and Gas sector, and not direct to the customers as in the case of General cargo ports like port Harcourt Hard Quays, whereas WACT and Brawal Shipping are into container and General Cargo at Onne Ports.
The rehabilitation and re-construction of the port areas by the concessionaires since 2006 has equally made more space and road networks which aided in the cargo delivery and transfer within the port areas. It created more berthing space hence more cargo throughput in the ports.
The improvement of the navigational access to the ports like Channel dredging, Pilotage, has impacted positively on the characteristics of the ships calling at the ports of Onne and Rivers Ports. There are more modern vessels with bigger drafts, carrying more cargo (economy of scale) and cargo handling equipment calling at the ports. Table 4 .3 gives the descriptive statistics for each of the two groups/era forOnneSeaPort.) In this example, there are 5 groups per group/era which in the study represents the five year for the pre concession era and five for the post concession era and they have, on average, 11,911,837 and 16,930,933 metric Tonnes for the pre and post concession era respectively with a standard deviation of 397882.242 and 4.02194E5 for both groups respectively. The last column gives the standard error of the mean for each of the two variables.
From table 4.4 above, the column labeled "Mean" is the difference of the two means(era). The next column is the standard deviation of the difference between the two variables. The column labeled "T" gives the observed or calculated t value. In this study, the t value is 5.4604 for OnneSeaPorts. The column labeled "df" gives the degrees of freedom associated with the t test. In this case, there are 4 degrees of freedom. The column labeled "Sig. (2-tailed)" gives the two-tailed p value associated with the test. In this study, the p value is .0.000 for Onne Port.
By convention, once the generated (T) value is greater than the critical T value on the table at any chosen level of significance, there is enough reason to reject the null hypothesis. Should the reverse hold, this means that calculated T statistics turns out to be less than the critical table value then there is a basis for the acceptance of the null hypothesis.
From the study, for Onne Port Cargo throughput, in considering the pre reform era (2001) (2002) (2003) (2004) (2005) and the Post reform era (2006) (2007) (2008) (2009) (2010) , the calculated T value (5.4604) is greater than the critical value( 1.425), the null hypothesis is therefore rejected on this grounds. Any hypothesis on this status that the difference in the means of the cargo throughput between the pre reform and the post reform era is zero cannot stand. Restating the hypothesis means there is a significant difference in the cargo throughput between the pre concession era and the post concession era. Obviously, there has been a positive improvement from the pre concession era to post concession era which can be seen by the increase in the means of both eras. 
V. Conclusion
From the result of the study, it was found that reforms have been beneficial to the ports and the economy by an improving the cargo throughput at Onne, drop in the berth occupancy rate at Onne, Faster vessel and cargo turn round time due to more and modern cargo handling equipment and Increase in ship traffic and ship size too which brings about Economics of scale Economy of scale.
VI.
Recommendations
